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gebirgsj ger german mountain trooper 1939 45 warrior - few branches of the german armed forces were represented on
so many fronts as the mountain infantrymen or gebirgstruppen from the blitzkrieg campaigns of 1940 through the invasions
of the balkans and russia and the north african campaign to the defence of the reich 1944 45 the gebirgsj ger earned a
reputation for reliability and courage, uniforms of the heer 1935 1945 wikipedia - the following is a general overview of the
heer main uniforms used by the german army prior and during world war ii terms such as m40 and m43 were never
designated by the wehrmacht but are names given to the different versions of the model 1936 field tunic by modern
collectors to discern between variations as the m36 was steadily simplified and tweaked due to production time problems
and, plutocracy cartel global elite ruling elite global - the plutocracy cartel an entrenched global elite of vast wealth has
spread its tentacles over the earth wielding extraordinary power over world affairs, twtd archives speaking of radio - may
16th 1970 salute to the silver screen program 3 hollywood news with jimmy fidler 1 15 45 the noted film columnist and
broadcaster offers the latest tinseltown gossip on the air movie preview 8 16 40 paramount pictures presents a radio
preview of their newest musical release rhythm on the river starring bing crosby mary martin and pat o brien
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